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Abstract 
Baratchart, L. and M. Zerner, On the recovery of functions from pointwise boundary values in a Hardy-Sobo- 
lev class of the disk, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 46 (1993) 255-269. 
This paper deals with a particular problem in convergent interpolation to analytic functions from boundary 
values. We first stress some system-theoretic motivations for these questions. Then, a linear triangular 
interpolation scheme for analytic functions in the Hardy-Sobolev class gz of the disk is studied, when the 
interpolation points lie on the boundary circle. Specifically, the sequence of interpolating functions of 
minimum norm is shown to converge to the original function, provided the closure of the interpolation set has 
positive measure on the circle. This induces uniform convergence in the sense of the usual Hardy norms which 
is further estimated from above and from below in the particular case where the interpolation points are dense 
in some subarc of the circle. 
Keywords: Interpolation; boundary values; Hardy-Sobolev classes; discrete operators. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with a special case of a rather general issue, namely’how to recover a 
function f of the disk algebra A from a denumerable set of boundary values on the unit circle 
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T. A theorem of Somorjai [13] asserts that no linear triangular discrete approximation scheme, 
that is, no sequence (f,) of approximation to f of the form 
fn = 2 fkz,kbL,k~ 
k=l 
where X, k E T and g,,k E A, can be globally convergent. In other words, there is no choice for 
the x, k ‘s and the g n,k’~ that allows for f,, to converge to f in A for every f. A detailed 
discussion as well as some generalizations of this result can be found in [12]. It should be 
opposed to [14] exhibiting geometric rates of convergence when the interpolation points are 
suitably chosen in the open unit disk U. Of course, Somorjai’s result still allows for some 
convergent nonlinear schemes to exist. Parallel considerations can also be found in the slightly 
different setting of robust identification [5,7,10]. To derive nonlinear convergent schemes, in [5] 
interpolation points are used that are uniformly distributed on the unit circle. 
If one is still interested in linear schemes, for instance because of their computational 
simplicity, there is no choice, in view of the above, but to restrict the class of functions he wants 
to approximate; a counterpart to this in robust identification would be [7]. An obvious manner 
to proceed is to assume some degree of smoothness on f, so that the values between two 
interpolation points are under control thanks to a priori estimates on the derivative. 
This is essentially what we do here in the Hilbertian framework of the Hardy-Sobolev space 
8, of the unit disk, where interpolating functions of minimum norm are simple to compute and 
easily shown to converge. We carry out this procedure in Section 2 for arbitrary (scalar-valued) 
reproducing kernel spaces, and we apply it in Section 3 to .!9* where it has also been 
recognized by the authors as a special case of a more abstract construction given in [ll]. 
One specific feature of this approach, which is perhaps more important than just linearity, is 
that the additional smoothness which is imposed to f allows us to weaken the hypotheses on 
the location of interpolation points considerably: all is required is that the closure of this set of 
points be of nonzero measure on T. Also, the convergence thus obtained in 9Z a fortiori 
implies convergence in Hardy spaces H, of the disk, and it turns out that the latter is uniform 
with respect to f. Section 4 of this paper is devoted to estimating such uniform bounds when 
p = 2 and p = cc, assuming that the set of interpolation points is dense in some subarc of T. 
Before we proceed, we would like to stress at least one extra-mathematical motivation 
illustrating why the above feature might be desirable. This motivation pertains to linear 
dynamical system theory, and goes as follows. 
To us, a linear constant dynamical control system, or simply a Sy.stem, will merely be a 
convolution operator associating to an input function 
LC[O,++lQ, 
an output function 
y:[O,+cQ[+R, 
given by 
y(t) = k+mh(t -+(T) dr, 
where h : IR -+ R is a function vanishing identically on negative real numbers, which is called the 
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impulse response of the system, since it corresponds formally to the output generated by a Dirac 
impulse. Here, the variable t should be thought of as time, thereby accounting for the term 
“dynamical”. Of course, the type of inputs u which are allowed depends on the behaviour of h, 
and we refer the reader to [1,6] for more details. We shall deal here with stable systems only, 
meaning that h E L’(R). One of the most popular ways of identifying a stable system from 
experiments is the so-called “harmonic response” method. More precisely, plugging a periodic 
signal with pulsation w into the system produces asymptotically an output which is also periodic 
and whose phase and modulus are those of the complex number $io), where i is the Laplace 
transform of h which is called the transfer function in this context. Proceeding in this manner, 
it is possible to practically estimate the values of the transfer function at certain points of the 
imaginary axis. Idealizing the situation, it is possible to pretend that we potentially perform a 
countable number of experiments. However, due to the bandwidth limitation of the system as 
well as to the restricted domain of validity of the linear model, the points io, at which the 
transfer function is evaluated are usually confined within a certain range of pulsations and, 
from these data,pne wishes to recover the transfer function. 
Observe that h is analytic in the open right half-plane, continuous on the imaginary axis, and 
that we try to recover it from a set of boundary values. The situation is thus quite similar to the 
one we described previously, except that the setting is the right half-plane and not the unit disk. 
To recover our original framework, we may use the linear fractional transformation 
1+z 
~:cu{co}+CU{~}, definedby+(z) 
It is evident that C$ maps T onto the iw-axis and U onto the right half-plane. Let us define 
f(z) = i;. 0 4(z). 
If the impulse response h(t) of the system is locally absolutely continuous with derivative h’ 
and if h, th, th’ all belong to L2(R) (so that, in particular, h EL’), it is not difficult to prove 
that f(z) belongs to the Hardy-Sobolev space s2 that we introduce in Section 3. This 
hypothesis on h is somewhat restrictive, but would nevertheless be satisfied by many exponen- 
tially stable models. Measuring &io,) for some sequence of points (iw,) on the imaginary axis, 
we deduce the values assumed by f at each point xk = @‘(iw,> of T. Provided the sequence 
(iw,) is “thick” enough, for instance dense in some imaginary interval, we can use the 
forthcoming results to construct an interpolating sequence converging to f,in s2. Using the 
inverse transformation, we deduce an interpolating sequence converging to h in some Sobolev 
space of the imaginary axis. Since this topology is stronger than in Hardy spaces H, of the right 
half-plane, this covers two major types of convergence which are used in control theory, namely 
H, and H,. The first one arises in a stochastic context, since the H, norm represents the 
covariance of a Gaussian process associated with f; the second one corresponds to the operator 
norm L2 -+ L2, that is, to the energy transmission of the system. 
The above application should not be overrated in practice, because it need not be reliable if 
the data are corrupted by noise. Nevertheless, it captures some of the need for interpolation 
from boundary values in system theory. 
Finally, it is important here to mention that the procedure described below preserves 
realness; if we adjoint the interpolation data fi< - iwk) = &iw,>, we leave it to the reader to 
check that our interpolating sequence will share this property. This is to the effect that the 
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estimated transfer function will be the Laplace transform of a real impulse response, something 
which is clearly mandatory for system-theoretic applications. 
2. Reproducing kernels and interpolation 
Let X be a topological space, and E be a vector space of complex-valued functions X-,@. 
Assume E is a Hilbert space with scalar product ( . , . >. A reproducing kernel on E is a 
complex function K : XXX + C such that the partial map K( * ,x) belongs to E for fixed 
x EX, and also has the property that 
v’f~E, V’x EX, f(x) = (f, K(., +. 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (1) shows that 
(1) 
SUP If(x)1 G Ivq*, x>II. 
fEE> Ilfll=l 
This proves that given any x E X, the evaluation map f-f(x) has to be continuous on E --) C 
for a reproducing kernel to exist. Conversely, it is an immediate consequence of Riesz’ theorem 
(see, e.g., [16, Section 111.91) that if these evaluation maps are all continuous, a reproducing 
kernel does exist which is unique. In the rest of this section, we shall assume that E admits a 
reproducing kernel K. If, in addition, E is separable and (e,), EN is an orthonormal Hilbertian 
basis, it is easy to prove that 
K(x, y) = 5 e,(x)e,(y). 
n=O 
A subset Y of X will be called a uniqueness set (in E) if no two distinct functions of E can 
agree on Y. In the sequel, S, = {x1, x2,. . . , x,} will always denote a set of y1 distinct points in 
X. We say that f, interpolates f~ E on S, if f,, belongs to E and satisfies 
Vi E {l,..., n), f,(xi) =f(xi). 
For our purposes, a nested sequence of sets 
S, c S, c S, c * . . 
will be called a sequence of interpolating sets, and the symbol S will be assigned to designate 
the underlying interpolation set in X: 
S= U.&s,. 
An interpolating sequence for f (associated with (S,)) will simply be a sequence C f,J of 
functions such that f, interpolates f on S,. In the sequel, we shall be concerned with the 
convergence of some interpolating sequence towards the function. Clearly, such a property can 
be expected only if S is a uniqueness set. When this is the case, our setting is to the effect that 
interpolating sequences cannot behave arbitrarily. More precisely, we have the following 
proposition, 
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Proposition 2.1. If <f,> is an interpolating sequence associated with ( S, > and S is a uniqueness set, 
one and only one of the following two statements holds true: 
(a> (f,) is unbounded; 
(b) (f,) converges weakly to f. 
Proof. Put S, = {x1, x2 ,..., x,J. If (f,) is bounded, then U .f, is weakly relatively compact in 
the Hilbert space E, and we need only show that f is the unique point of accumulation. Let g 
be such a point, and (8,) a subsequence of (f,J converging weakly to g. For every k E N, we 
get gn(xk) = (g,, Kc-, x,>), and the weak convergence of (g,) implies 
lim g&J =g(Q. (2) n--)= 
But since (g,) is a subsequence of an interpolating sequence, we also have 
pm&(4 =f(x/J (3) 
The conjunction of (2) and (3) shows that f and g agree on S. Since the latter is a uniqueness 
set, we have f = g, thereby proving (b). Finally, it is well known that (a> and (b) are mutually 
exclusive, as follows for instance from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 0 
An immediate consequence of this is the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. Hypotheses being as in Proposition 2.1, assume further that II f,, (I < (I f II. Then f, 
converges to f in E. 
Corollary 2.2 gives a criterion for an interpolating sequence to converge towards the original 
function. In view of this, it is natural to seek an interpolating sequence of minimum norm. 
Since we are in a Hilbertian context where orthogonal projections can be performed, this 
sequence is easily constructed as follows. 
Let us denote by Zn the subspace of E consisting of those functions vanishing on S,. Note 
that & is closed, since evaluation maps are continuous. We define ZR to be the orthogonal 
complement of Zn, and we write K7, for the orthogonal projection onto gn. 
Put fs, = U,< f 1. The sequence fs 
sequence (f,J satisfies fl,J f,> =fs,, it 
interpolates f on S, and, since any other interpolating 
is clear that II fs, II G )I f,, II for every n, with equality 
only if f,, =fs . In fact, fs is the unique interpolating sequence whose nth term belongs to Zn. 
We call fs, nthe minimim interpolating sequence to f on (S,). Note, in particular, that 
1) fs, )I G )I f II. Therefore, we get from Corollary 2.2 the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. The sequence fs, converges to fin E. 
The main virtue of the minimum interpolating sequence is that it is easily computed using 
the reproducing kernel. Although classical and elementary (see [3, Section 6.3, Exercise 411, let 
us treat this computation in detail in order to stress its simplicity. Introduce the n X n complex 
matrix A, whose entry (i, j) is K(xi, xi> = (Kc., xj), Kc*, xi)>, so that A, is just the Gram 
matrix of the functions K( a, xi). Define also B, to be the vector in C” whose ith component is 
f(xi>. Then, w e h ave the following proposition. 
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Proposition 2.4. With the above notations, the minimum interpolation sequence to f on (S,) is 
given by 
fS, = I? ‘i,nK(*) ‘i)y (4) 
i=l 
where the vector A, = (h, ,,, . . . , h,,,)T is any solution to the linear equation 
A,$,, = B,. (5) 
Proof. Let A, be a solution of (5). It is readily checked that the right-hand side of (4) defines 
g, E E such that g,(xj) = f(xj) for j E (1,. . . , n}. If h E.Z~, it follows from the definition of the 
reproducing kernel that 
(h, g,) = 2 *i,,(h> K(*> xi)> = 2 A,,,h(xi) ~0. 
i=l i=l 
Therefore, g, E sZ!~, showing that g, = fs,. It remains to prove that (5) is always solvable. To see 
this, consider a row vector p = (pl, . . . , p,J in C” such that PA,, = 0. Since A,, is Gram, this 
means 
5 FiK(. ) Xi) = 0. (6) 
i=l 
Pick any g E E and take the scalar product with (6). From the definition of K, we get 
2 pig(x,) =O. 
i=l 
In particular, choosing g = f shows that PB, = 0. This means that B, E Im A,, hence (5) is 
solvable. q 
From the preceding proof, it is clear that A,, is regular whenever the linear map given by 
g + Mx,), . . . , g(x,>) is surjective E + C”. In particular, this will be the case in the function 
space that we substitute for E in the sequel, since it contains complex polynomials. Of course, 
the vector A in (4) is then unique. 
3. Application to the Hardy-Sobolev class .~3~ 
Now we are going to apply our results to a concrete interpolation problem for analytic 
functions in the open unit disk U, when the interpolation set lies on the unit circle T. This 
entails that we should restrict ourselves to some class of functions admitting a Hilbertian 
structure, and where we could speak of boundary values behaving continuously with respect to 
the topology. We construct such a class now. 
First, a classical Hilbert space of analytic functions in U is the Hardy space H, (see, e.g., [4]), 
which is defined as follows. Consider the set of functions h that are holomorphic in U, and 
satisfy 
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Using Parseval’s theorem, this is equivalent to the requirement that h may be written as 
h(z) = 2 hkzk, withz]h,I’<m. 
k=O k 
Endowed with the norm 
]] h I] 2 = c 1 h, 1 2, 
k 
H2 becomes a Hilbert space, and the sup in (7) is equal to I( h II 2. To each h E H,, we can 
associate h” E L2(T) by putting 
h* = 2 hkeikO; 
k=O 
by a theorem of Fatou h* is equal, almost everywhere on T, to the nontangential imit of h. 
This establishes an isometry between H, and the subspace of L2(T> consisting of functions 
whose Fourier coefficients vanish on negative indices. Therefore, we can express the scalar 
product in H2 as a scalar product in L2(T): 
- 
(f, h) = (f*, h*&) = &k2jf*(ei0)h*(e”) de. 
Since no confusion can arise, we shall henceforth identify h and h”. 
Now, H, has a Hilbertian structure, which is fine, but does not quite fit our purposes, since 
the evaluation map on T is not continuous. In fact, it is not even defined since boundary values 
exist only almost everywhere on T. A classical tool to remedy this situation is to restrict 
ourselves to functions f analytic in U whose derivative f ’ belongs to H,. It is easily checked 
that f itself belongs to HZ in this case, and we endow this Hardy-Sobolev space s2 with the 
norm 
lIflld2= Ilfl12+ Ilf’ l12. 
In fact, s2 is the subspace of the Sobolev space Z2,,(T) obtained by setting to zero Fourier 
coefficients of negative index. 
Let us give a characterization of g2 in terms of boundary behaviour. 
Proposition 3.1. For f to belong to SZ, it is necessary and sufficient that f be analytic in U, 
continuous on its closure 0, and that f(e”> be absolutely continuous on [0, 21~1 as a function of 0 
with L2 derivative. Moreouer, one has then 
&f(eiO) = ieiOf ‘(eiO), a.e. on T, 
namely the chain rule holds. 
Proof. The corresponding result in the Hardy space H, is classical [4, Theorem 3.111, and only 
minor modifications are needed to get Proposition 3.1. These we leave to the reader. [7 
Recall A is the disk algebra of functions holomorphic in U and continuous on !?, endowed 
with the sup norm I( * II=. By Proposition 3.1, g2 is included in A as a set. To see that s2 is 
suitable for the theory developed in Section 1, we need only point out the following result. 
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Proposition 3.2. Endowed with the scalar product ( . , -)d, S2 becomes a Hilbert space whose 
topology is finer than the topology induced by A. 
Proof. L&Z is a closed subspace of the usual Sobolev space whose topology is stronger than the 
topology of uniform convergence on T (this follows immediately from the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, see, e.g., [15, Section 6.171. IJ 
We also need a criterion to recognize uniqueness sets in sZ. For instance, if S, = 
{Xi, x2, * * * 7 x,J and the sequence (x,) has an accumulation point in U, then S is of course a 
uniqueness set. However, we are interested in the case where each xk lies on T. For S to be a 
uniqueness set then, it is sufficient that its closure 3 be of positive Lebesgue measure on T. 
Indeed, functions in gZ are continuous, hence vanish on 3 if they vanish on S. But it is a 
standard fact that no nonzero function in H, can vanish on a set of positive measure on T. It 
should be noticed that this criterion does not require S to be uniformly dense on T. If S, for 
instance, is dense in some subarc (O,, O,), then analysis provides such a rigid structure that 
interpolation on S allows one, in principle, to recover g, however small this arc may be. 
To actually compute the minimum interpolating sequence, it remains to determine the 
reproducing kernel K,. But zk/(l + k2)i12 is an orthonormal basis in s2, so that 
K,(x, y) = c Xky” 
k=O 1 +k2’ 
In practice, one has of course to limit oneself to a finite set of interpolation points, and to 
the corresponding interpolating function of minimal norm in a2. Estimating the convergence 
rate is therefore essential. The latter will depend of course on the function, but uniform results 
can be proved for weaker norms than 1) * IId. In particular, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. If (S,) is a sequence of interpolating sets such that S is a uniqueness set, there exists 
a map q : N + R, depending on (S,) only such that q(n) -+ 0 when n + 00 and 
v’f ES*, 11 f -fs, 11 m < q(n) 11 f 11 d. 
Proof. The key point is the compactness of the injection g2 + A. This follows, just like 
Proposition 3.2, from the fact that .92 is imbedded in the usual Sobolev space where this 
property is classical (see, e.g., [2, Theorem viii.71). Let us nevertheless redo it quickly from the 
analytic point of view, because one estimate in the proof will be of use later on. Define d to be 
the distance induced by arclength on T, and let f ~9~. For any r G 1, we get from Proposition 
3.1 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: 
( f(reiol ) -f(re”z) I G rLI*l f ‘(yei’) I d0 < &d(Bi, &)l’* II f II d 
and also, for rl G r2 G 1, 
l/2 
If(r,eie)-f(r2eie)i =~(r,-r~)~‘* IT21 f’(re”)l* dr . 
r1 
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Applying now the FejCr-Riesz inequality [4, Theorem 3.131 to f’ in the above expression yields 
I f(r,@) -f(r2eie)I G G(r2 - ~-~)~‘~llf’ II G J;;(r2 - rl)1’211flld. (9) 
As a special case of (91, we also have 
1 f(z) I < 1 f(o) 1 + J;; II f’ 11 < fi 11 f 11 d. (10) 
Now, (8) and (9) together imply that the unit ball B, of gZ is an equicontinuous family of 
functions on I?, and (10) shows that it is uniformly bounded. By Ascoli’s theorem, the injection 
g2 +A is compact. Therefore, j, = (Id - II,) is also compact g2 +A and, since sZ is 
reflexive, j,(B,) is a compact subset of A, which we denote by K,. It is clear that f-l .K, = {O), 
because any function in this intersection has to vanish on S. If F, is the complement, in A, of 
the open ball E, of radius E, it follows that C, = K, n F, is a nested family of compact sets 
whose intersection is empty. Hence some finite subfamily already has empty intersection, in 
other words, all but a finite number of K, lie in E,. 0 
Remark 3.4. Of course, Theorem 3.3 remains a fortiori valid if )I . )I m is replaced by a weaker 
norm, and in particular by I( . (I. 
The next section is devoted to estimating q in the more specific situation where S is dense in 
some subarc I of T. 
4. Uniform H2 and A convergence on an arc 
We assume from now on that the sets S, are all contained in some arc I c T (usually distinct 
from the whole circle). This arc will henceforth be fixed and its length will be set to 27~(~, for 
some (Y E (0, 11. The purpose in this section is to give an asymptotic upper bound on q(n) for 
the two norms ]I * II and 11. )I m ( see Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4) in terms of the maximum 
distance between a point of I and S,. 
We first need some preliminary results. Recall B, is the unit ball of .LZ2 and let us denote by 
II . II I the L2 norm on I: 
l/2 
II f II I = do) 
Lemma 4.1. Any f E B, satisfies the inequality 
VZEO, lf(z)l <~Ilfll;(‘-“‘). (11) 
Prozf. Set m = dn for simplicity, and recall from (10) that ( f ( is uniformly bounded by m 
on U. Define g =f/m so that 1) g Ilm < 1, and let P(z, 0) denote the Poisson kernel. For z E U, 
subharmonicity of log I g ) yields 
iog( 1 g(2) I ‘) G &/_” log( I g(4 l 2)P(zy 0) d~. 
Ti 
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Since the integrand is nonpositive, the obvious minorization of the Poisson kernel gives 
log( Ig(z) I ‘) -G 
l-(zl 1 57 
1 + ,z, 2,/ lw( I g(e”)l*) do. 
Ti 
To estimate the above integral, we split it into .Z + K, the integral over Z and its complement, 
respectively. We have by Jensen’s inequality: 
/,lg(e”)i’& = (Y log( II g II/q, 
while K G 0. Therefore we obtain 
log( I g(z) I) G (1 - I z I)a log( II g II I), 
whenever z E 17, and this obviously holds also when z E T. Taking exponentials and substitut- 
ing f/m for g yields 
I f(z) I ~,~-ol(l-lzl)l(fJlp~‘-l~I~, 
which is stronger than (11). •I 
Lemma 4.2. Any f E B, satisfying 11 f 11 I < e -‘ia also satisfies the inequality 
Ilf II G 
2 + log( a lo@/ II f II I)) 
a lw(~/llfIl1) * (12) 
Proof. For I G 1, set f(z) = CT=+z,zk and 
N(r) = 
( 




Differentiating formally the relation 
A+)= 5 lak12+ 
k=O 
and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get 
2N(r)N’(r) = fj 2k I uk ( 2r2k-1 < 2N(r) II f’ II, 
k=l 
proving by the way the normal convergence of the series, which justifies the termwise 
differentiation, and showing that 0 < N’(r) G 1. From the fundamental theorem of calculus, we 
now have for any r, 
N(1) <N(Y) + (1 - y), 
and using Lemma 4.1, 
II f II = N(1) GM II f Il.Fr) + (1 - y), (13) 
where A4 may now be any constant greater than G. We shall find it convenient to choose 
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M = e. Because cr log(l/ )I f 11 I) 2 1 by hypothesis, and since x + log x/x is bouded from 
above by l/e for x & 1, we have 
0 < log( Ma logU/ II f II I)) = M logPa WV Il f ll 4) ~ M,e = 1 
\ 
a log(l/ II f II I) Ma log(l/ II f II I) 
9 
so we may set 
1 _ y = log(Ma WV II f II I)) 
a log(l/llfh) ’ 
which is then the optimal choice in (13). Substituting for I- gives (12). 0 
We are now ready for our error estimate. We start with the HZ case and, in view of Theorem 
3.3, we define 
r/2@) = SUP Ilf-fs, Il. 
f=B, 
We also set 
h, = supd(x, S,). 
XEI 
(14) 
Theorem 4.3. For h, < e-e/aly1/2, we have 
77 2 (~> ’ < 3 
(2e - log 4 lo@x(l/h,)) 
2e(u log(l/h,) 
’ (15) 
Proof. Set g, =f -fs, and notice first that, for every f~ B,, we have II g, II d G 1 because 
Id - IIn is a projection. Next we put xk = e % for 1 G k G n and we cover I with II intervals 
I~ = [o; , o,‘] having at most one endpoint in common, each Ik containing 8,. We may further 
assume that d(B;, 0,) and d(8,, 0;) are majorized by h,. We have then 
and, since g,(x,) = 0 for each k, Poiricare’s inequality (i.e., using Cauchy-Schwarz under the 
integral sign) yields 
so that finally 
hii h?l 
11 g,, 11 I < (y1/2 11 g, 11 d G (y1/2 * (16) 
From this and the hypothesis on h,, we get 
II g, II I G eCe/” < e-l’“, 
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so that Lemma 4.2 applies to show that 
II g, II G 
2 + log( a log( l/ II g, II I)) 
a log(l/ll g, II 1) ’ 
and the monotonicity of x + (2 + log x)/x for x > 1 together with (16) imply 
II g, II G 
2 + log( (Y log( CP/hn)) 
CI log(c!v/h,) . (17) 
Since 
2 + log( Iy log( (Y 1’2/h,l)) ~ 2 + log log(l/kJ 
log(log(l/kJ) log log(l/h,) 
and 
bwh,) logwhn) 
a log(cv/h,) =,-l og(a”2) + log(l/h,) ’ 
the conclusion follows readily from (17) and the fact that x + (2 +x)/x is bounded by 3 for 
x G 1 while x -+ x/(log(a ‘I21 +x> is bounded by 1 - e-110g(a’/2) for x 2 e - log(a’/2). 0 
We are now able to get an estimate in the sup-norm. We set this time 
Corollary 4.4. To every a < i, there is a constant C, depending only on a such that for 
h, f e-e/na1/2 we have 
Proof. For real a, define 
H2,, = f; f(z) = 5 akzk, 2 1 ak 1 2(1 + k2)a < O3 
k=O k=O 
and 
lIflL?= e Ia,12(1+k2)a, 
k=O 
so that H,, = H, and H,,, - -g2. The error estimate in Theorem 4.3 can be formulated as a 
bound on the norm of Id - Lln as an operator g2 + H,. The same operator has norm one from 
g2 into itself. Then, by a classical result in the interpolation of Banach spaces (see, e.g., [9]) 
(which is also here a straightforward consequence of the three-lines theorem applied to the 
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function C;=, 1 uk ) 2(1 + k2)’ in the strip 0 G Re(z) G l), its norm from s2 into Hz,~-~ is 
bounded in view of (15) by 
i 
log(ea-e/2) a log(log(l/h,)) a 
3” 
ck! i( I log(l/h,) * 
But, for a < i, H2,1_a is a space of continuous functions as in Proposition 3.2, so that 
II . II m G K, II . II I -a, where K, is some constant depending on (Y. [7 
When S is dense in I, then h,, which is defined by (14), goes to zero when II + ~0. Hence 
Theorem 4.3 together with Corollary 4.4 give a lower bound, in terms of h,, on the speed of the 
uniform convergence in H, and A, which is asserted in Theorem 3.3. Notice, however, that 
these estimates will imply such a convergence whenever h, goes to zero, even if the sequence 
(S,) is not nested. Since this is a circumstance where Theorem 3.3 does not apply, we shall 
briefly depart from our setting to state it as a separate result. Here, it is understood that fs, 
can be defined, no matter whether the sequence (S,) is nested or not. 
Corollary 4.5. Let (S,) be a sequence qf subsets of I which may not be nested. Assume that, for 
each x E I, the distance d(x, S,) tends -to zero when n goes to infinity. 
both in H, and in A, and the convergence is uniform on B,. 
Then, fs, conuerges to f 
Proof. In view of the two preceding statements, it is enough to show that the convergence of 
d(x, S,) to zero is uniform with respect to x E I. Suppose this is not the case. Then, by 
compactness, we can find a positive number r, a sequence nk tending to infinity, and a 
sequence (x,) converging to some x in I such that 
d(x,, &,) 2 r, whence d(x, Sn,) 2 r - d(x, x,), 
a contradiction with the fact that d(x, S,) tends to zero. 0 
A few comments are perhaps in order. 
Firstly, as we said before, convergence is obtained however small the arc I may be. However, 
this should be handled with care in practice. Indeed, the constant of the algorithm obtained in 
the right-hand side of (15) not surprisingly increases to m when cy + 0. Even worse, and though 
our choice of constant might have been slightly different, the drastic shrinking of h, with a for 
Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 to apply, which is induced by Lemma 4.2, is more or less 
unavoidable with this method of proof. 
Secondly, since S, has n elements, the number h, can be of the order of C/n. Then, the 
inequalities in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 are certainly not what one would call good error 
estimates! Actually, it is not difficult to see that no really good uniform estimate can exist. 
More precisely, we have that 
(18) 
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Indeed, q*(n) cannot be less than the n-width of B, in H,, which is defined 
wn(B,, Hz) = inf SUP {II f-L II}, 
LE.%, fER, 
where 5n is the set of all linear subspaces of dimension n in H,. Now, by the initial theorem of 
Kolmogorov [S], w,(Bd, H,) is equal to l/d--. However, there is still a large gap between 
the estimates (15) and (18) that the authors were unable to fill. We can only mention, as an 
example shows, that Lemma 4.2 cannot be substantially improved, so that a better estimate 
from above would require a completely different proof. 
Finally, if we work in the Hardy space of a larger disk instead of g2, the situation is much 
better since the error decreases as an exponential of the number of interpolation points. If mild 
restrictions are added, reasonable estimates from below of q*(n) can also be obtained. They 
show in particular that q2(n) does decrease more slowly than the corresponding n-width. The 
authors plan to report the details of this elsewhere. 
5. Conclusion 
The clear-cut result of Somorjai shows that linear interpolation on the boundary in the disk 
algebra calls for stronger smoothness assumptions on the functions, and going over, as we did, 
to Hardy-Sobolev spaces having a Hilbertian structure is easy and natural at the same time. 
However, there are two features of the problem under study here which are perhaps not 
completely classical within the framework of interpolation theory. One is that the interpolation 
points are restricted to belong to some proper subarc of the circle. The other is the attention 
we paid to the uniform convergence induced by Sobolev classes on Hardy classes. In this way, 
two particular issues are raised that may, in our opinion, deserve further study. The first one, 
which we did not mention here, is the optimal location of the points within the subarc. The 
second one is the exact rate of convergence in Hardy classes. Whereas this convergence is 
demonstrably rather poor, it is unclear whether the estimates we gave are optimal. Beyond 
their own interest, it seems to the authors that settling these questions would be of some 
practical value, as was outlined in the beginning of the paper. 
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